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To describe the first step of the enzymatic repair process (formation of complex
enzyme-DNA), in which the thymine dimer (TD) part is removed from DNA, the 500
picosecond (ps) molecular dynamics (MD) simulation of TD lesioned DNA and part of
repair enzyme cell (inclusive of catalytic center - Arg-22, Glu-23, Arg-26 and Thr-2)
was performed. TD is UV originated lesion in DNA and T4 Endonuclease V is TD
specific repair enzyme. Both molecules were located in the same simulation cell and
their relative movement was examined. During the simulation the research was focused
on the role of electrostatic energy in formation of complex enzyme-DNA. It is found,
that during the first 100 ps of MD, the part of enzyme approaches the DNA surface at
the TD lesion, interacts extensively by electrostatic and van der Walls interactions with
TD part of DNA and forms complex that lasts stabile for 500 ps of MD. In the
beginning of MD, the positive electrostatic interaction energy between part of enzyme
and TD (~ +10 kcal/mol) drives enzyme towards the DNA molecule. Water-mediated
hydrogen bonds between enzyme and DNA help to keep complex stabile. As a
reference, the MD simulation of the identical system with native DNA molecule (two
native thymines (TT) instead of TD) was performed. In this system the negative
electrostatic interaction energy between part of enzyme and TT (~ -11 kcal/mol), in
contrary to the positive one in the system with TD, doesn't drive enzyme towards
DNA and complex is not formed.
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1. Introduction

A general mechanism by which a number of sequence specific DNA-interactive

proteins locate target sites within large domains of DNA has been shown in vitro to be

a one-dimensional diffusion process, which is termed scanning or sliding. It has been

proposed that proteins interact electrostatically with non-target DNA and then slide

along DNA by a random walk [1, 2]. In DNA-bound proteins, the specific base

sequences in the DNA are directly and indirectly recognized through the hydrogen

bonds, the van der Waals interactions, the hydrophobic interactions, and mainly

through the non-specific electrostatic interactions between negatively charged

phosphate backbone of DNA and the basic residues of the protein [3]. In general, a

proteins scan double stranded DNA molecules by electrostatic interactions, recognizes

the site with non-conformity and sequentially bind to DNA [4]. Electrostatic forces are

also able to steer the protein into a partially correct orientation for binding to DNA, an

effect that in addition to the temperature dependence of binding constant, has been

more generally attributed to the hydrophobic effects [5, 6]. In addition to electrostatic

interactions, several proteins monitor DNA molecules also for structural aberrations

which may have been caused by radiation, chemical or thermal challenge, or which may

have arisen during DNA replication. One of these proteins, enzyme T4 Endonuclease

V, recognizes and initiates repair of cyclobuthane pyrimide dimers in UV irradiated

DNA. Pyrimidine dimers are the major photoproduct induced by UV light and have

been correlated with mutations and skin cancer. T4 Endonuclease V slides on non-

target sequences and progressively incises at all dimers within the same duplex DNA

prior to dissociating from DNA molecule. This enzyme binds only to double stranded

DNA in two step process: at first it scans non-target DNA sequences by electrostatic
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interactions to search for damaged sites, and sequentially specifically recognizes the

dimer sites [7, 8]. The structural and energetic features of the enzyme in the absence of

DNA has been described in detail in several studies [e.g. 9, 10, 11]. In addition to

experimental and theoretical studies of cis.syn dimers containing DNA molecules [e.g.

12, 13, 14], a remarkable crystal structure of the enzyme bound to DNA with cis.syn

thymine dimer (TD) has been reported [15]. Availability of crystallographic

coordinates allows to use the molecular modeling techniques to obtain an insight view

into the dynamics of important molecular processes leading to deeper understanding

how these photodamaged duplexes are recognized by repair enzyme. The recent

theoretical study revealed that the electrostatic energy of thymine dimer site on DNA

molecule has significant negative value in contrary to nearly neutral value of the native

thymine site [16]. Specific electrostatic energy of damaged site might be detected by

enzyme during scanning process. This result, in addition to the above mentioned

experimental and theoretical observations showing the importance of electrostatic

energy in recognition process, led to the simulation of TD lesioned DNA complexed

with repair enzyme T4 Endonuclease V. To investigate the role of electrostatic energy

in orienting and driving repair enzyme towards the DNA, and in proper binding to the

DNA, the 500 picosecond (ps) molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the two

systems were performed and results are discussed in this paper. Each simulated system

consists of two solute molecules solvated in water. One system consists of DNA

dodecamer in which two thymines in positions 6 and 7 are replaced with TD and part

of repair enzyme, in explicit solvent water at an ambient temperature and pressure.

Second system composes of the native DNA dodecamer of the same sequence and the

same part of repair enzyme as in the first system. In addition to description of the role

of electrostatic energy, these simulations provide an insight view into the dynamics of
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recognition of the TD damage by repair enzyme and formation of a specific DNA-

enzyme complex. The formation of this complex is the key step for the onset of the

enzymatic repair process.

2. Materials and methods

Prior the formation of systems, the 1 nanosecond (ns) MD simulations of three solute

molecules, the native DNA, DNA containing TD and T4 Endonuclease V, were

performed individually for each of them. These simulations are reported in paper of

Pinak [16]. Examining the positional root mean square deviations (r.m.s.d.) of

individual molecules, it was found, that after 800 ps of MD each molecule reached its

stabile structure (Fig. 1). Positional r.m.s.d. was calculated as a deviation from the

original position in the beginning of MD simulation. Structures produced at 840 ps of

MD were selected as the initial molecular structures for construction of the systems.

Before construction, the original velocities of each atoms were nullified, i.e. the

individual solute molecules were considered as crystal structures at 0 K temperature.

Forming the system of two solute molecules (DNA and enzyme) solvated in water, a

reasonable compromise between different requirements has to be found: on one hand,

the dimensions of the system must be kept reasonable small to be able to proceed with

MD simulations, and on the other hand system should be big enough to obtain general

features of the recognition process. Formation of system consisting of DNA

dodecamer and whole enzyme T4 Endonuclease V would result in a big system

composing of nearly 40,000 - 50,000 atoms in total (including atoms of solvent water).

Considering these requirements and available computer equipment, finally the system

of the 2 solute molecules was chosen - DNA dodecamer as one molecule and one part

of enzyme as a second molecule.
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Amino acids composing the part of enzyme in the simulated system were selected

considering the structural as well energy properties of the whole enzyme molecule. T4

Endonuclease V consists of three a helices (HI - amino acids 14 through 38, H2 - 64

through 82 and H3 - 108 through 124) standing side by side, several reverse turns and

several loops [17]. Glu-23, of which carboxyl chain plays a crucial role in the cleavage

of N-glycosyl bond in DNA during enzymatic repair process [18,19], is surrounded by

amino acids Arg-3, Arg-22 and Arg-26 belonging to helix HI. Side chain of Glu-23

also forms a hydrogen bond with the backbone amino group of Arg-3. Arg-3 and Thr-

2 - two polar residues at the NH2 terminus - form several hydrogen bonds with the side

chains of helices HI and H2, and lie on the molecular surface. Considering these

properties, the 8 amino acids of HI - Glu-20, Tyr-21, Arg-22, Glu-23, Leu-24, Pro-25,

Arg-26, Val-27, and 2 amino acids at NH2 terminus - Thr-2 and Arg-3 were selected

to form the simulated part of enzyme (Fig. 2). Amino acids - Thr-2, Arg-22, Glu-23

and Arg-26, form so called catalytic center that is active in the incision of thymine

dimer during repair process, and together with other 6 selected amino acids - Arg-3,

Glu-20, Tyr-21, Leu-24, Pro-25 and Val-27, lie at the central part of concave site of

the enzyme. This part of enzyme may be easily exposed to the DNA surface and has

been shown as having possible contacts with TD atoms of DNA in crystal structure of

DNA complexed with T4 Endonuclease V [15]. Extensive hydrogen bond network

between amino acids of helix HI and Thr-2 and Arg-3 at the surface shall ensure

stability of selected part of enzyme during MD simulation. In addition to structural

criteria, amino acids were selected to represent typical electrostatic energy of those

composing whole enzyme molecule (in average +10 kcal/mol [16]).

Molecular dynamics simulations were performed with the program AMBER 5.0 [20]

using the standard all-atom force field parameters for nucleic acids and protein amino

4
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acids as included in the program. This program was used for simulation of two

systems. One system composed of the lesioned DNA dodecamer of the sequence

d(TCGCG'TD'GCGCT)2 and part of the enzyme T4 Endonuclease V as specified

above. TD in DNA sequence represents thymine dimer formed as a complex of two

thymine bases at positions 6 and 7 joined by C(5)-C(5) and C(6)-C(6) bonds of which

structure was optimized during minimization process (Fig. 3). The atomic charges of

TD were used as those calculated by Miaskiewicz et al. [12]. The second system

composed of the native DNA dodecamer of the same sequence as lesioned one, with

two thymines TT instead of TD, and the identical part of the enzyme as it is in the first

system.

Formation of DNA-enzyme systems - Simulated Annealing

1. Using a molecular graphic software Insightll /21/ the part of enzyme was placed

close to DNA dodecamer (native or with TD), and oriented such way that its catalytic

center faced to the TT (TD) site on dodecamer (Figs. 4a) and 4b)). The relative

distance of DNA and part of enzyme was chosen as to minimize mutual van der Waals

interactions between the respective molecules. This way two systems were formed -

native DNA + part of enzyme and, DNA with TD + identical part of enzyme. After the

formation of systems the solute molecules were solvated in water environment. The

neutrality of each system was achieved by adding sodium counterions Na+ at the initial

positions bisecting the P-O-P angle at the distance 5 A from each phosphorus atom of

DNA which are having negative charges. During the MD simulation no further

restraint on the position of sodium atoms was applied. Each system finally composed

of nearly 20,000 atoms in total.

Constructed systems were subjected of simulated annealing (SA) in duration of 15 ps:

- 5 -
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• 1 ps, heating up to 1,200 K from initial 0 K;

• 2 ps, keeping at 1,200 K;

• 12 ps, cooling to 0 K in 3 stages with different coupling constants.

During simulated annealing the all nucleotides of DNA dodecamer were restrained in

Cartesian space using a harmonic potential with harmonic force constant of 1 kcal/mol.

The reason for constraining DNA atoms was high annealing temperature of 1,200K,

that might easily result in breaking of hydrogen bonds between corresponding

nucleotides of DNA strands. No restrain was applied on the amino acids of the

enzyme.

When the SA finished, the MD simulations were performed for each system. Details of

the MD protocol have been reported elsewhere [e.g. 13, 16, 22], In native system as

well in system with TD, the MD protocol composed of minimization of potential

energy, heating up to 300 K from 0 K at the end of SA, stabilization of density of the

system and finally production MD with periodic boundary conditions. In Fig. 5, the

temperature profile of the system during preparation steps can be seen.

Simulations were performed on FUJITSU VPP500/42 vector/parallel type

supercomputer of the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI), Tokai

Research Establishment. In original code AMBER 5.0 the sequential and parallel flags

were changed to compile program on the VPP500/42 computer. One ps of MD

simulation of constructed systems required approximately 1.7 hours of CPU time.

Force Field and Calculation of Electrostatic Energy

Atomic charges, van der Waals, hydrogen bonds, angles and other atomic parameters

were taken from AMBER 5.0 all-atom force field /20/. Potential energy function in

AMBER 5.0 is calculated as contribution from bond, single angle, torsional, improper

dihedral, van der Waals, hydrogen bonding, electrostatic and constraint functions:

- 6 -
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Here r, 6 and 0 are bond lengths, planar angles and dihedral angles respectively; req and

0e</ are their equilibrium values; nj is the distance between atoms / and j ; q> is the partial

charge on atom /; fy is dielectric constant; Kconstr, Kcap, Ke, Vn, Rij, Q and Dy are

empirical parameters depending on atom types. The point charges q, and qs in

calculation of electrostatic function (sixth term in Eq. 1) are centered on each atom and

are derived by fitting to quantum mechanical electrostatic potential. In MD simulation

the constant dielectric function was used, 1-4 electrostatic interactions were scaled by

factor 1.2, that is recommended value for Amber 5.0 force field, and Particle Mesh

Ewald Sum technique was used as implemented in Amber 5.0 [23]. Using Ewald Sum

method the electrostatic energy was calculated for infinite volume of repeating units

through periodic boundary conditions. This method is computational technique for

calculating long range electrostatic interactions which are often neglected while using a

finite non-bonded cutoff in MD simulations. In the Ewald sum method, a Gaussian

charge distribution of opposite sign is superimposed upon the original; point charges,

producing a screened charge distribution. The electrostatic interaction between the

screened charges are short ranged. The original distribution is recovered by adding a
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second Gaussian charge distribution identical to the first, but of opposite sign. The

interaction between these canceling distributions is calculated in reciprocal space. The

total electrostatic interaction in the entire simulated volume is then calculated as:

E total — Ereal + Ereciprocal " Eseif- Eexci , where Eq. 2

E(reai) is the screened interaction and E(reCiprocan is due to the canceling Gaussian charge

distribution. E^if) corrects for the interactions of the canceling charge distribution

between an atom and all excluded atoms - Eexd (i.e. atoms that are linked through a

bond, angle or torsion to an atom).

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Structural analysis

In order to investigate the dynamics of the systems, the r.m.s.d. of each solute

molecule was calculated. Analysis of its trajectory may point on the significant

structural changes that are undergoing in the respective molecule. Calculated r.m.s.d.

represents an average deviation over the all atoms of solute molecule from their

original positions at the formation of system, i.e. prior the simulated annealing.

R.m.s.d. of part of enzyme and native DNA molecule in the system show large

fluctuations during the approximately first 300 ps indicating movement of molecules as

well the structural changes of entire molecules. After 300 ps the r.m.s.d. of both

molecules stabilized and remained stabile up to performed 500 ps of MD simulation

(Fig.6a)). In the case of system with TD, the r.m.s.d. of both molecules rise sharply at

the beginning of the simulation, stabilize after 100 ps, and remain stabile throughout

the all MD simulation (Fig. 6b)). In both systems, with as well without TD, the main

- 8 -
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positional and structural changes that are reflected in r.m.s.d. occurred in the beginning

of MD, i.e. during SA, consequent heating and density stabilization runs (first 31 ps).

The both systems were formed to be initially identical in relative positions of both

solute molecules - DNA and part of enzyme (see Figs. 4a) and 4b)). Fig. 7a) shows

snapshots of both molecules in the system with native DNA at various moments during

simulation. It can be seen that the part of enzyme moves slightly further from DNA and

then both solute molecules keep stabile at their positions. Examining their r.m.s.d.,

solute molecules reached stabile position and structure after 300 ps of MD. Fig. 7b)

shows snapshots of solute molecules in system with TD taken at the same moments as

those shown in Fig. 7a). It can be seen that the part of enzyme moved in direction to

TD site during SA and formed the possible contacts between the respective atoms of

enzyme and backbone of DNA. Comparing the respective r.m.s.d. of these two

molecules it is found that this movement lasted during first 100 ps and the formed

complex part of enzyme-DNA kept stabile afterwards.

Looking at possible contact area between DNA with TD and enzyme on Fig. 8, it can

be seen, that there is an intensive interaction arising from the close vicinity of Arg-22

and Tyr-21 to C3', and Agr-26 to C5' of TD site. Arg-26 comes very close to the C5'

of DNA backbone and occupies the space near the Gua-5 and TD. This specific

position of Arg-26 helps to define the correct orientation of enzyme with respect to

TD. It shall be noted, that Arg-22 and Arg-26 contribute significantly to the

recognition and ensure the stability of the complex structure. They are also involved in

the interactions with TD. Glu-23, cleaving the N-glycosyl bond in DNA during repair

process, approaches the C5' atom of DNA backbone (distance ~5 A). These

observations are in good agreement with crystal structure of DNA and enzyme, where

side chains of Arg-22 and Arg-26 form stacking contact with DNA 115].

- 9 -
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The formed complex of enzyme and DNA lasted stabile throughout the simulation after

100 ps which also suggests the existence of extensive hydrogen bonds interaction

between them. Close look at the area between DNA and part of enzyme shows that

there are located several water molecules (Fig. 9). These water molecules occupy

"empty" space between two solute molecules and are at distance 5 A or less to the

closest atom in either solute molecule. These water molecules are probably involved in

water-mediated hydrogen bonds and help to keep the complex stabile. The stability of

complex is necessary for the onset of the catalytic process in which the glycosyl bond

at C5' side and phosphodiester bond at the C3' of TD are incised [e.g. 8,24].

3.2 Role of electrostatic energy in recognition process

As described in Materials and Methods, the potential energy in simulated system is

calculated as contributions from bonds, angle, van der Waals, electrostatic and various

constraint energy functions. Further the Particle Mesh Ewald sum with no cut-off

distance is applied for calculation of electrostatic energy, that ensures the calculated

values represent the electrostatic interaction between the all atoms of respective DNA

nucleotide as well part of enzyme. Atomic parameters for calculation of individual

terms of potential energy are taken from AMBER 5.0 all-atom force field with

necessary modifications for TD [12, 19]. The above described structural changes,

mainly the approach of part of enzyme to DNA, recognition of TD site and formation

of complex are originated by the energy conditions in the system during MD. As

mentioned in Introduction, it is suggested by experimental and theoretical works, that

electrostatic energy is the main factor helping the proper recognition of TD site on

DNA [e.g. 4, 16]. In order to examine the role of electrostatic energy in the formation

of complex, this was calculated throughout the simulation. Because the performed

- 1 0 -
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simulation represents simulation of only one part of enzyme molecule, the electrostatic

interaction energy was calculated between the part of enzyme and TD, and between

part of enzyme and TD neighboring nucleotides (Gua-5 and Gua-8). Fig. 10 shows the

interaction energy throughout the simulation. It is seen that in the formation of the

system, i.e. prior the SA, the interaction energy between TD and enzyme was positive

of around +10 kcal/mol. This positive value has origin in attractive interaction between

negative electrostatic energy of TD and positive electrostatic energy of part of enzyme.

This attractive force drove the enzyme towards the TD site on DNA. This would be in

coincidence with experimental suggestions, that the damaged site is recognized during

electrostatic scanning of DNA surface [4]. After enzyme approached the DNA surface,

the energy became negative, which was mainly originated by two arginines (Arg-22

and Arg-26) which both are having highly negative electrostatic energy of around -50

kcal/mol [16], and are located at the close positions to DNA. This, in combination with

negative charge of DNA phosphate backbone creates repulsive environment, in which

the enzyme is already docked into the DNA. It is highly probable, that after the

enzymatic cleavage process cuts the TD part out of DNA, this repulsive force could

break the hydrogen bonds that are connecting enzyme and DNA. Result of broken

hydrogen bonds is that the enzyme then dissociates from DNA molecule. As can be

seen on Fig. 10, the major repulsive interaction is between enzyme part and TD part if

compared with repulsive interaction between enzyme part and neighboring guanines

(Gua-5 and Gua-8).

Because both solute molecules are very close to each other, the van der Waals energy

is another factor that may contribute to the stability of formed complex. Examining the

van der Waals energy, it is found that it slightly resembles the electrostatic interaction

- 11 -
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energy, being slightly attractive in the beginning of simulation and becoming repulsive

after the complex is formed (Fig. 11).

Referring to the interactions between repair enzyme and DNA found in

crystallographic complex [15], it is seen that in crystal complex these are mostly

electrostatic and polar interactions of enzyme atoms with atoms of DNA nucleotides

forming TD. The electrostatic interaction is also considered as restraining the

orientation of DNA strand in respect to enzyme. In addition there is a water-mediated

hydrogen bonds network between the enzyme and DNA, that is also observed in this

MD simulation (see Fig. 9).

Calculating the electrostatic interaction energy between solute molecules in the system

with native DNA, it is found that in the beginning of the simulation, the energy is

negative of around -11 kcal/mol, in contrary to positive energy (+10 kcal/mol) in the

case of system with TD. Native thymines have an electrostatic energy of nearly neutral

value and don't contribute to creation of the attractive environment needed for

approaching of enzyme to DNA as observed in the system with TD. Repulsive force

drives the part of enzyme further from DNA as can be seen in the relative positions of

these two solute molecules (see Fig. 7a). This repulsive force between phosphate

backbone of DNA with neutral thymine part "FT and negative arginines in relatively

small simulated part of enzyme became dominant. After the solute molecules were at

positions with bigger distance from each other, the electrostatic interaction energy

between DNA and part of enzyme became neutral (-0 kcal/mol), and solute molecules

stabilized at the of distance ~15 A.

Other factors contributing to total potential energy of the system, e.g. bonds, angles,

constraint energy functions and atomic parameters, were also examined but proved to

be similar in both systems and stabile throughout the MD (graphs not shown).

- 1 2 -
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4. Conclusion

The MD simulations of two systems, each of them containing two solute molecules -

DNA (native or with TD) and part of specific repair enzyme T4 Endonuclease V are

presented. The results confirm the idea, that the electrostatic energy is one of the

significant factors in recognition of TD damaged site on DNA molecule. Specific

negative value of electrostatic energy of TD site, different from nearly neutral of native

non-damaged TT site, helps in orienting and driving of repair enzyme towards the TD

on DNA. In simulation of system with native DNA, no significant movement of neither

part of enzyme nor DNA was observed. In simulation of system containing TD

damaged DNA, the simulated part of repair enzyme approached the DNA surface at

the TD region, attached to the DNA and formed complex enzyme-DNA lasted stabile

up to 500 ps of performed MD simulation. As in performed simulations only relatively

small part of enzyme is used for the formation of both systems, there is arising

limitation in description of formation of DNA-enzyme complex and its stability.

Therefore the examination of results was focused mainly on the description of

structural properties at the contact area between simulated part of enzyme and DNA,

and on the possible role of electrostatic energy in the recognition process. Examining

the contact area, the Glu-23 is found located at close position to C5' atom of TD (~5

A) and the Arg-26 and Arg-22 in close vicinity to C5' and C3' atoms of DNA

backbone, respectively. These two atoms are being cleaved during the repair process.

Docking of Arg-26 into the space between Gua-5 and TD of DNA formed the very

stabile complex structure. Presence of several water molecules in between both

molecules in complex suggests an idea, that water-mediated hydrogen bonds are

- 13
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helping to create stabile environment needed for the onset of the enzymatic process

and it might be the subject of future research. Formed complex might be also useful for

theoretical study and dynamics simulations of the enzymatic repair process.
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Fig. 1

R.m.s.d. of T4 Endonuclease V, native DNA dodecamer and DNA dodecamer with

TD of the same sequence as native one. R.m.s.d. is calculated as positional deviations

of all solute atoms (except hydrogens) from their original positions in the beginning of

the MD simulation. In addition to several stabile intervals of various lengths during the

first 800 ps, all molecules reached stabile r.m.s.d. afterwards. The all MD simulation

were performed individually for single solute molecule solvated in water environment

[16].
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Fig. 2

Crystal structure (temperature 0 K) of T4 Endonuclease V at the 840' ps of MD

simulation. The colored and enlarged are the four amino acids of catalytic center Arg-

22, Glu-23, Arg-26, Thr-2, and the six amino acids surrounding it - Arg-3, Glu-20,

Tyr-21, Leu-24, Pro-25, Val-27. These 10 amino acids form the part of enzyme that is

used in MD simulations.
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covalent
bonds of TD

Fig. 3

Crystal structure (temperature 0 K) of DNA dodecamer d(TCGCG'TD'GCGCT)2. TD

represent thymine dimer formed by joining of two thymines by covalent bonds. Bonds

at C5' and C3' side of thymine dimer are being cleaved during the catalytic repair

process. Structure taken at 840th ps of MD simulation.
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b)

Fig. 4
Original position of simulated part of enzyme (colored atoms on Fig. 2) and
DNA dodecamer. Numbers indicate the distance in Angstroms between the
closest atoms (heavy atoms, not hydrogens) of respective solute molecules (CZ
of the Arg-26 and P of the TT (TD)). The single atoms surrounding DNA
molecule displayed by cross marks are initial positions of sodium counterions
neutralizing the negative charges of DNA phosphates.
Fig. 4a) system with native DNA
Fig. 4b) system with TD
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Temperature profile during preparatory steps - simulated annealing, heating and

stabilization of the density of the system. The atoms of DNA were kept restrained at

the Cartesian space using a harmonic potential to avoid disrupting of hydrogen bond

during simulated annealing.
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Fig. 6a)

R.m.s.d. of solute molecules in the system with native DNA. The both molecules were

moving intensively during the first 300 ps, searching their stabile position in the system,

and stabilizing afterwards.

Fig. 6b)

R.m.s.d. of solute molecules in the system with TD. R.m.s.d. of both molecules rise

sharply during the beginning of MD and keep stabile oscillating around respective

average values after 100 ps.
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~ 13 A

4 t

original position after sim. annealing

15 A

100th ps 500th ps

Fig. 7

Snapshots of both solute molecules taken throughout the MD simulation.

Fig 7a) system with native DNA; both molecules are moving independently from each

other, increasing their original relative distance from ~5 A up to -15 A at 300 ps and

keep stabile afterwards.
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original position after sim. annealing

500th ps

Fig. 7

Snapshots of both solute molecules taken throughout the MD simulation.

Fig. 7b) system with TD; part of enzyme approaches TD in the beginning of simulation

(SA) and Arg-26 is docked between Gua-5 and TD. Complex part of enzyme-DNA

keeps stabile after 100 ps.
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Fig. 8

Insight view into the contact area of enzyme and DNA at 100th ps of MD. Arg-26

occupies the position close to Gua~5 and TD of DNA, helping to keep the structure of

complex stabile. Arg-22 and Tyr-21 are closely located to the phosphodiester bond

between two thymines forming TD. Glu-23, amino acid actively involved in catalytic

process lies in close vicinity to the C5' atom. This configuration is kept stabile

throughout the performed simulation of 500 ps. (atoms are displayed using depth

cueing)
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v . • ' ' • •> ' ; ;

Fig. 9

Water molecules in the area between enzyme and DNA (situation at 100th ps of MD).

There are several water molecules forming the possible hydrogen bonds and keeping

the complex stabile. Red circles represent the water oxygens. Shown are only those

oxygens of water molecules of which distance to any atom of either DNA or enzyme is

equal or less than 5 A.
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Fig. 10

Electrostatic interaction energy between part of enzyme and respective units of DNA -

nucleotides Gua-5 and Gua-8, and TD. The x-axis is logarithmic to clearly display the

development of interaction energy in the beginning of simulation, when the complex is

formed. At the beginning, the interaction energy has positive value of around +10

kcal/mol (attraction), later when the part of enzyme approaches DNA, it becomes

negative (repulsion). The TD is the closest part of DNA to amino acids of enzyme,

therefore the repulsion is strongest for TD. After formation of complex (-100 ps), the

interaction energy keeps stabile.
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Van der Waals interaction energy between part of enzyme and respective units of DNA

- nucleotides Gua-5 and Gua-8, and TD. Interaction energy is positive between TD

and part of enzyme in the beginning of simulation, then becomes negative. This

repulsion is stronger for TD than for nucleotides Gua-5 and Gua-8.
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